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Nuclear Language and 
How we Learned to 
Pat the Bomb 

carol Cohn 

MY CLOSE ENCOUNTER with nuclear strategic analysis started 
in the summer of 1984. I was one of 48 college teachers attending a summer 
workshop on nuclear weapons, strategic doctrine, and arms control that was held 
at a university containing one of the nation's foremost centers of nuclear strate
gic studies, and that was co-sponsored by another institution. It was taught by 
some of the most distinguished experts in the field, who have spent decades 
moving back and forth between academia and governmental positions in Wash
ington. When at the end of the program I was afforded the chance to be a visit
ing scholar at one ... defense studies center, I jumped at the opportunity. 

I spent the next year immersed in the world of defense intellectuals-men 
(and indeed, they are virtually all men) who, in Thomas Powers' words, "Use 
the concept of deterrence to explain why it is safe to have weapons of a kind and 
number it is not safe to use." Moving in and out of government, working some
times as administrative officials or consultants, sometimes in universities and 
think tanks, they create the theory that underlies U.S. nuclear strategic practice. 

My reason for wanting to spend a year among these men was simple, even 
if the resulting experiences were not. The current nuclear situation is so dan
gerous and irrational that one is tempted to explain it by positing either insanity 
or evil in our decision makers. That explanation is, of course, inadequate. My 
goal was to gain a better understanding of how sane men of goodwill could think 
and act in ways that lead to what appear to be extremely irrational and immoral 
results. 

From Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society. 12 (Summer 1987): 
687-718. Copyright© University of Chicago. Reprinted by permission of The 
University of Chicago Press. 



I attended lectures, listened to arguments, conversed with defense analysts, 
interviewed graduate students throughout their training, obsessed by the ques
tion, "How can they think this way?" But as I learned the language, as I became 
more and more engaged with their information and their arguments, I found that 
my own thinking was changing, and I had to confront a new question: How can 
I think this way? Thus, my own experience becomes part of the data that I 
analyze in attempting to understand not only how "they" can think that way, but 
how any of us can. 

This article is the beginning of an analysis of the nature of nuclear strategic 
thinking, with emphasis on the role of a specialized language that I call "techno
strategic." I have come to believe that this language both reflects and shapes the 
American nuclear strategic project, and that all who are concerned about nuclear 
weaponry and nuclear war must give careful attention to language-with whom 
it allows us to communicate and what it allows us to think as well as say. 

I had previously encountered in my reading the extraordinary language used 
to discuss nuclear war, but somehow it was different to hear it spoken. What 
hits first is the elaborate use of abstraction and euphemism, which allows infinite 
talk about nuclear holocaust without ever forcing the speaker or enabling the 
listener to touch the reality behind the words. 

Anyone who has seen pictures of Hiroshima burn victims may find it per
verse to hear a class of nuclear devices matter-of-factly referred to as "clean 
bombs." These are weapons which are largely fusion rather than fission; they 
therefore release a somewhat higher proportion of their energy as prompt radia
tion, but produce less radioactive fallout than fission bombs of the same yield. 
Clean bombs may provide the perfect metaphor for the language of defense 
analysts and arms controllers. This language has enormous destructive power, 
but without the emotional fallout that would result if it were clear one was talk
ing about plans for mass murder, mangled bodies, human suffering. Defense 
analysts talk about "countervalue attacks" rather than about incinerating cities. 
Human death, in nuclear parlance, is most often referred to as "collateral 
damage." While Reagan's renaming the MX missile "the Peacekeeper" was the 
object of considerable scorn in the community of defense analysts, the same 
analysts refer to the missile as a "damage limitation weapon." 

These phrases, only a few of the hundreds that could be chosen, exemplify 
the astounding chasm between image and reality that characterizes technostrate
gic language. They also hint at the terrifying way the existence of nuclear 
devices has distorted our perceptions and redefined the world. "Clean bombs" 
as a phrase tells us that radioactivity is the only "dirty" part of killing people. 

It is hard not to feel that one function of this sanitized abstraction is to deny 
the uncontrolled messiness of the situations one contemplates creating. So that 
We not only have clean bombs but also "surgically clean strikes": "counter
force" attacks that can purportedly "take out"-that is, accurately destroy-an 
opponent's weapons or command centers, without causing significant injury to 



anything else. The image is unspeakably ludicrous when the surgical tool is not 
a delicately controlled scalpel but a nuclear warhead. 

Feminists have often suggested that an important aspect of the arms race is 
phallic worship; that "missile envy," to borrow Helen Caldicott's phrase, is a 
significant motivating force in the nuclear buildup. I have always found this an 
uncomfortably reductionist explanation and hoped that observing at the center 
would yield a more complex analysis. Still, I was curious about the extent to 
which I might find a sexual subtext in the defense professionals' discourse. I 
was not prepared for what I found. 

I think I had naively imagined that I would need to sneak around and eaves
drop on what men said in unguarded moments, using all my cunning to unearth 
sexual imagery. I had believed that these men would have cleaned up their acts, 
or that at least at some point in a long talk about "penetration aids," someone 
would suddenly look up, slightly embarrassed to be caught in such blatant con
firmation of feminist analyses. 

I was wrong. There was no evidence that such critiques had ever reached 
the ears, much less the minds, of these men. American military dependence on 
nuclear weapons was explained as "irresistible, because you get more bang for 
the buck." Another lecturer solemnly and scientifically announced, "To disarm 
is to get rid of all your stuff." A professor's explanation of why the MX missile 
is to be placed in the silos of the newest Minuteman missiles, instead of replac
ing the older, less accurate missiles, was "because they're in the nicest hole
you're not going to take the nicest missile you have and put it in a crummy 
hole." Other lectures were filled with discussion of vertical erector launchers, 
thrust-to-weight ratios, soft lay downs, deep penetration, and the comparative 
advantages of protracted versus spasm attacks-or what one military adviser to 
the National Security Council has called "releasing 70 to 80 percent of our 
megatonnage in one orgasmic whump. " 1 

But if the imagery is transparent, its significance may be less so. I do not 
want to assert that it somehow reveals what defense intellectuals are really talk
ing about, or their motivations; individual motives cannot necessarily be read 
directly from imagery, which originates in a broader cultural context. The his
tory of the atomic bomb project itself is rife with overt images of competitive 
male sexuality, as is the discourse of the early nuclear physicists, strategists, and 
members of the Strategic Air Command. 2 Both the military itself and the arms 
manufacturers are constantly exploiting the phallic imagery and promise of 
sexual domination that their weapons so conveniently suggest. Consider the 
following, from the June 1985 issue of Air Force Magazine: Emblazoned in bold 
letters across the top of a two-page advertisement for the A V -8B Harrier 
II-" Speak Softly and Carry a Big Stick." The copy below boasts "an excep
tional thrust-to-weight ratio," and "vectored thrust capability that makes 
the ... unique rapid response possible." 



Another vivid source of phallic imagery is to be found in descriptions of 
nuclear blasts themselves. Here, for example, is one by journalist William 
Laurence, who was brought by the Army Air Corps to witness the Nagasaki 
bombing. 

Then, just when it appeared as though the thing had settled down into a 
state of permanence, there came shooting out of the top a giant mushroom 
that increased the size of the pillar to a total of 45,000 feet. The mushroom 
top was even more alive than the pillar, seething and boiling in a white fury 
of creamy foam, sizzling upward and then descending earthward, a thousand 
geysers rolled into one. It kept struggling in an elemental fury. like a crea
ture in the act of breaking the bonds that held it down.3 

Given the degree to which it suffuses their world, the fact that defense in
tellectuals use a lot of sexual imagery is not especially surprising. Nor does it, 
by itself, constitute grounds for imputing motivation. The interesting issue is not 
so much the imagery's possible psychodynamic origins as how it functions-its 
role in making the work world of defense intellectuals feel tenable. Several 
stories illustrate the complexity. 

At one point a group of us took a field trip to the New London Navy base 
where nuclear submarines are home-ported, and to the General Dynamics Elec
tric Boat yards where a new Trident submarine was being constructed. The high 
point of the trip was a tour of a nuclear-powered submarine. A few at a time, 
we descended into the long, dark, sleek tube in which men and a nuclear reactor 
are encased underwater for months at a time. We squeezed through hatches, 
along neon-lit passages so narrow that we had to turn and press our backs to the 
walls for anyone to get by. We passed the cramped racks where men sleep, and 
the red and white signs warning of radioactive materials. When we finally 
reached the part of the sub where the missiles are housed, the officer accom
panying us turned with a grin and asked if we wanted to stick our hands through 
a hole to "pat the missile." Pat the missile? 

The image reappeared the next week, when a lecturer scornfully declared 
that the only real reason for deploying cruise and Pershing II missiles in West
em Europe was "so that our allies can pat them." Some months later, another 
group of us went to be briefed at NORAD (the North American Aerospace 
Defense Command). On the way back, the Air National Guard plane we were 
on went to refuel at Offut Air Force Base, the Strategic Air Command head

. quarters near Omaha, Nebraska. When word leaked out that our landing would 
be delayed because the new B-1 bomber was in the area, the plane became 
charged with a tangible excitement that built as we flew in our holding pattern, 
people craning their necks to try to catch a glimpse of the B-1 in the skies. and 
climaxed as we touched down on the runway and hurtled past it. Later, when 



Do You Think That? 

I returned to the center I encountered a man who, unable to go on the trip, said 
to me enviously, "I hear you got to pat a B-1." 

What is all this patting? Patting is an assertion of intimacy, sexual posses
sion, affectionate domination. The thrill and pleasure of "patting the missile" is 
the proximity of all that phallic power, the possibility of vicariously appro
priating it as one's own. But patting is not only an act of sexual intimacy. It is 
also what one does to babies, small children, the pet dog. The creatures one pats 
are small, cute, harmless-not terrifyingly destructive. Pat it, and its lethality 
disappears. 

Much of the sexual imagery I heard was rife with the sort of ambiguity sug
gested by "patting the missiles." The imagery can be construed as a deadly seri
ous display of the connections between masculine sexuality and the arms race. 
But at the same time it says that the whole thing is not very serious-it is just 
what little boys or drunk men do. 

Sanitized abstraction and sexual imagery, even if disturbing, seemed to fit 
easily into the masculine world of nuclear war planning. What did not fit was 
another set of words that evoked images that can only be called domestic. 

Nuclear missiles are based in "silos." On a Trident submarine, which car
ries 24 multiple-warhead nuclear missiles, crew members call the part of the sub 
where the missiles are lined up in their silos ready for launching "the Christmas 
tree farm." In the friendly, romantic world of nuclear weaponry, enemies "ex
change" warheads; weapons systems can "marry up." "Coupling" is sometimes 
used to refer to the wiring between mechanisms of warning and response, or to 
the psychopoliticallinks between strategic and theater weapons. The patterns in 
which a MIRVed missile's nuclear warheads land is known as a "footprint." 
These nuclear explosives are not dropped, a "bus" "delivers" them. These 
devices are called "reentry vehicles," or "RVs for short, a term not only totally 
removed from the reality of a bomb but also resonant with the image o(the 
recreational vehicles of the ideal family vacation. 

These domestic images are more than simply one more way to remove one
self from the grisly reality behind the words; ordinary abstraction is adequate 
to that task. Calling the pattern in which bombs fall a "footprint" almost seems 
a willful distorting process, a playful, perverse refusal of accountability
because to be accountable to reality is to be unable to do this work. 

The images evoked by these words may also be a way to tame the uncon
trollable forces of nuclear destruction. Take the fire-breathing dragon under the 
bed, the one who threatens to incinerate your family, your town, your planet, 
and turn it into a pet you can pat. Or domestic imagery may simply serve to 
make everyone more comfortable with what they're doing. "PAL" (permissive 
action links) is the carefully constructed, friendly acronym for the electronic 
system designed to prevent the unauthorized firing of nuclear warheads. The 
president's annual nuclear weapons stockpile memorandum, which outlines both 
short- and long-range plans for production of new nuclear weapons, is benignly 
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referred to as "the shopping list." The "cookie cutter" is a phrase used to de
scribe a particular model of nuclear attack. 

The imagery that domesticates, that humanizes insentient weapons, may also 
serve, paradoxically, to make it all right to ignore sentient human beings. Per
haps it is possible to spend one's time dreaming up scenarios for the use of 
massively destructive technology, and to exclude human beings from that 

r: technological world, because that world itself now includes the domestic, the 
f human, the warm and playful-the Christmas trees, the RVs, the things one pats 
~· affectionately. It is a world that is in some sense complete in itself; it even inl eludes death and loss. The problem is that all things that get "killed" happen to 
~ be weapons, not humans. If one of your warheads "kills" another of your war-
r. heads, it is "fratricide." There is much concern about "vulnerability" and 

"survivability," but it is about the vulnerability and survival of weapons 
systems, rather than people. 

Another set of images suggests men's desire to appropriate from women the 
power of giving life. At Los Alamos, the atomic bomb was referred to as "Op
penheimer's baby"; at Lawrence Livermore, the hydrogen bomb was "Teller's 
baby," although those who wanted to disparage Teller's contribution claimed he 
was not the bomb's father but its mother. In this context, the extraordinary 
names given to the bombs that reduced Hiroshima and Nagasaki to ash and 
rubble-"LittleBoy" and "Fat Man"-may perhaps become intelligible. These 
ultimate destroyers were the male progeny of the atomic scientists. 

The entire history of the bomb project, in fact, seems permeated with imag
ery that confounds humanity's overwhelming technological power to destroy 
nature with the power to create: imagery that converts men's destruction into 
their rebirth. Laurence wrote of the Trinity test of the first atomic bomb: "One 
felt as though he had been privileged to witness the Birth of the World." In a 
1985 interview, General Bruce K. Holloway, the commander in chief of the 
Strategic Air Command from 1968 to 1972, described a nuclear war as involv
ing "a big bang, like the start of the universe." 

Finally, the last thing one might expect to find in a subculture of hard-nosed 
realism and hyper-rationality is the repeated invocation of religious imagery. 
And yet, the first atomic bomb test was called Trinity. Seeing it, Robert Oppen
heimer thought of Krishna's words to Arjuna in the Bhagavad Gita: "I am 
become death, destroyer of worlds." Defense intellectuals, when challenged on 
a particular assumption, will often duck out with a casual, "Now you're talking 
about matters of theology." Perhaps most astonishing of all, the creators of 
strategic doctrine actually refer to their community as "the nuclear priesthood." 
It is hard to decide what is most extraordinary about this: the arrogance of the 
claim, the tacit admission that they really are creators of dogma; or the extra
ordinary implicit statement about who, or rather what, has become god. 

Although I was startled by the combination of dry abstraction and odd imag
ery that characterizes the language of defense intellectuals, my attention was 
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quickly focused on decoding and learning to speak it. The fust task was 
the tongue in the articulation of acronyms. 

Several years of reading the literature of nuclear weaponry and strategy 
not prepared me for the degree to which acronyms littered all conversations, 
for the way in which they are used. Formerly, I had thought of them mainly as 
utilitarian. They allow you to write or speak faster. They act as a form of ab
straction, removing you from the reality behind the words. They restrict com
munication to the initiated, leaving the rest both uncomprehending and voiceless 
in the debate. 

But being at the center revealed some additional, unexpected dimensions. 
First, in speaking and hearing, a lot of these terms are very sexy. A small su
personic rocket "designed to penetrate any Soviet air defense" is called a SRAM 
(for short-range auack missile). Submarine-launched cruise missiles are referred 
to as "slick'ems" and ground-launched cruise missiles are "glick'ems." Air
launched cruise rnissil es are magical "alchems. " 

Other acronyms serve in different ways. The plane in which the president 
will supposedly be flying around above a nuclear holocaust, receiving intelli
gence and issuing commands for where to bomb next, is referred to as "Knee
cap" (for NEACP-National Emergency Airborne Command Post). Few believe 
that the president would really have the time to get into it, or that the communi
cations systems would be working if he were in it-hence the edge of derision. 
But the very ability to make fun of a concept makes it possible to work with it 
rather than reject it outright. 

In other words, what I learned at the program is that talking about nuclear 
weapons is fun. The words are quick, clean, light, they trip off the tongue. You 
can reel off dozens of them in seconds, forgetting about how one might interfere 
with the next, not to mention with the lives beneath them. Nearly everyone I 
observed-lecturers, students, hawks, doves, men, and women-took pleasure 
in using the words; some of us spoke with a self-consciously ironic edge, but the 
pleasure was there nonetheless. Part of the appeal was the thrill of being able 
to manipulate an arcane language, the power of entering the secret kingdom. But 
perhaps more important, learning the language gives a sense of control, a feeling 
of mastery over technology that is finally not controllable but powerful beyond 
human comprehension. The longer I stayed, the more conversations I partici
pated in, the less I was frightened of nuclear war. 

How can learning to speak a language have such a powerful effect? One an
swer, discussed earlier, is that the language is abstract and sanitized, never 
giving access to the images of war. But there is more to it than that. The learn
ing process itself removed me from the reality of nuclear war. My energy was 
focused on the challenge of decoding acronyms, learning new terms, developing 
competence in the language-not on the weapons and wars behind the words. By 
the time I was through, I had learned far more than an alternate, if abstract, set 
of words. The content of what I could talk about was monumentally different. 
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Consider the following descriptions, in each of which the subject is the 
of a nuclear attack: 

Everything was black, had vanished into the black dust, was destroyed. 
only the flames that were beginning to lick their way up had any color. 
From the dust that was like a fog, figures began to loom up, black, hairless, 
faceless. They screamed with voices that were no longer human. Their 
screams drowned out the groans rising everywhere from the rubble, groans 
that seemed to rise from the very earth itself. 4 

[You have to have ways to maintain communications in a] nuclear environ
ment, a situation bound to include EMP blackout, brute force damage to 
systems, a heavy jamming environment, and so on. 5 

There is no way to describe the phenomena represented in the first with the 
language of the second. The passages differ not only in the vividness of their 
words, but in their content: the first describes the effects of a nuclear blast on 
human beings; the second describes the impact of a nuclear blast on technical 
systems designed to secure the "command and control" of nuclear weapons. 
Both of these differences stem from the difference of perspective: the speaker 
in the first is a victim of nuclear weapons, the speaker in the second is a user. 
The speaker in the first is using words to try to name and contain the horror of 
human suffering all around her; the speaker in the second is using words to 
insure the possibility of launching the next nuclear attack .... 

While I believe that the language is not the whole problem, it is a significant 
component and clue. What it reveals is a whole series of culturally grounded and 
culturally acceptable mechanisms that make it possible to work in institutions 
that foster the proliferation of nuclear weapons, to plan mass incinerations of 
millions of human beings for a living. Language that is abstract, sanitized, full 
of euphemisms; language that is sexy and fun to use; paradigms whose referent 
is weapons; imagery that domesticates and deflates the forces of mass destruc
tion; imagery that reverses sentient and nonsentient matter, that conflates birth 
and death, destruction and creation-all of these are part of what makes it 
possible to be radically removed from the reality of what one is talking about, 
and from the realities one is creating through the discourse. 

Close attention to the language itself also reveals a tantalizing basis on 
which to challenge the legitimacy of the defense intellectuals' dominance of the 
discourse on nuclear issues. When defense intellectuals are criticized for the 
cold-blooded inhumanity of the scenarios they plan, their response is to claim 
the high ground of rationality. They portray those who are radically opposed to 
the nuclear status quo as irrational, unrealistic, too emotional-" idealistic 
activists." But if the smooth, shiny surface of their discourse-its abstraction and 
technical jargon-appears at first to support these claims, a look below the 
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surface does not. Instead we find strong currents of homoerotic excitement, 
heterosexual domination, the drive toward competence and mastery, the plea
sures of membership in an elite and privileged group, of the ultimate importance 
and meaning of membership in the priesthood. How is it possible to point to the 
pursuers of these values, these experiences, as paragons of cool-headed objec
tivity? 

While listening to the language reveals the mechanisms of distancing and 
denial and the emotional currents embodied in this emphatically male discourse, 
attention to the experience of learning the language reveals something about how 
thinking can become more abstract, more focused on parts disembedded from 
their context, more attentive to the survival of weapons than the survival of 
human beings. 

Because this professional language sets the terms for public debate, many 
who oppose current nuclear policies choose to learn it. Even if they do not be
lieve that the technical information is very important, some believe it is neces
sary to master the language simply because it is too difficult to attain public 
legitimacy without it. But learning the language is a transformative process. You 
are not simply adding new information, new vocabulary, but entering a mode 
of thinking not only about nuclear weapons but also about military and political 
power, and about the relationship between human ends and technological means. 

The language and the mode of thinking are not neutral containers of inform
ation. They were developed by a specific group of men, trained largely in 
abstract theoretical mathematics and economics, specifically to make it possible 
to think rationally about the use of nuclear weapons. That the language is nor 
well suited to do anything but make it possible to think about using nuclear 
weapons should not be surprising. 

Those who find U.S. nuclear policy desperately misguided face a serious 
quandary. If we refuse to learn the language, we condemn ourselves to being 
jesters on the sidelines. If we learn and use it, we not only severely limit what 
we can say but also invite the transformation, the militarization, of our own 
thinking. 

I have no solutions to this dilemma, but I would like to offer a couple of 
thoughts in an effort to push it a little further-or perhaps even to reformulate 
its terms. It is important to recognize an assumption implicit in adopting the 
strategy of learning the language. When we outsiders assume that learning and 
speaking the language will give us a voice recognized as legitimate and will give 
us greater political influence, we assume that the language itself actually artic
ulates the criteria and reasoning strategies upon which nuclear weapons develop
ment and deployment decisions are made. This is largely an illusion. I suggest 
that technostrategic discourse functions more as a gloss, as an ideological patina 
that hides the actual reasons these decisions are made. Rather than informing 
and shaping decisions, it far more often legitimizes political outcomes that have 
occurred for utterly different reasons. If this is true, it raises serious questions 
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about the extent of the political returns we might get from using it, and whether 
they can ever balance out the potential problems and inherent costs. 

I believe that those who seek a more just and peaceful world have a dual 
task before them-a deconstructive project and a reconstructive project that are 
intimately linked. Deconstruction requires close attention to, and the dismantling 
of, technostrategic discourse. The dominant voice of militarized masculinity and 
decontextualized rationality speaks so loudly in our culture that it will remain 
difficult for any other voices to be heard until that voice loses some of its power 
to define what we hear and how we name the world. 

The reconstructive task is to create compelling alternative visions of possible 
futures, to recognize and develop alternative conceptions of rationality, to create 
rich and imaginative alternative voices-diverse voices whose conversations with 
each other will invent those futures. 
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